The enthusiasm of the students and families produced an interesting and varied collection of characters at the Book Week Assembly. Australia: Story Country certainly inspired some great characters. Amongst others we had Blinky Bill in a gum tree, Spiderman, Little Red Riding Hood, Mary Poppins, Dorothy, Mario and a wonderful pink and grey galah with matching hair! ... Can you find them?
Following the parade we were very fortunate to have a guest storyteller visit us. The very eccentric Miriam, who is apparently a very good friend of Dame Edna Everidge’s, arrived with her pet monkey George. She shared the cumulative African tale “Why Mosquitoes Buzz”, adapting it to include all our unique Australian animals. The drums added great rhythm at appropriate moments, with everyone clapping along with the beat. This was a most entertaining way of sharing a story.

A huge thank you to the wonderful Miriam, aka Mrs Petrina Thomsett, esteemed kindy teacher.